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Supply List 
Uncomplicating Pieced Borders 
 

Instructor:  Bonny Voice 

 
Please bring to Class: 
Sewing machine in good working order, with manual 
Machine needles for piecing 

Pins 

Rotary mat, cutter and rulers 

Graph paper, pencil and eraser 

Temporary fabric markers 

Good quality piecing thread 

Quilters tape measure 

Optional:  Any books you have on pieced border ideas 

Optional:  Fabric for design wall sheet and tape 

Completed body of quilt, without borders. Make a 18’” x 30” quilt body using 15- 6” 
blocks of your choice(61/2” with seam allowance).  The layout will be 3 blocks by 5 

blocks.  

Yardage for the borders 

If the body of your quilt is predominantly light valued then you’ll want the border to have 

more medium/light value fabric in it and vice versa.  Bring a minimum of .3m of each 

fabric you want in the borders and a minimum of 1m of the fabric(s) you’d like to see the 

most of in the border - so that you’ll have enough fabric for binding.  If your blocks are 

very scrappy, bring a good assortment of fabrics. 

The amount of fabric you’ll need is a bit of a guesstimate until you decide on the border 

design so err on the side of too much fabric.  You can always add the excess to your 

stash. 
 

Please bring any finished or unfinished quilts that you haven’t added borders to yet and 

we can discuss border options.   
 

 Optional:  your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light 
 
 Please put your name on all your supplies. 

 
 If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your 

order to us ahead of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you when 
you arrive at the conference at our on-site store 

 


